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Acronyms and terminology
Acronyms
acronym

meaning

HFT

high-frequency trading

CNN

convolutional neural networks

RNN

reccurent neural networks

SVM

support vector machine

MLP

multilayer perceptron

LSTM

long short term memory neural network

Terminology
• Market symbol - Market symbol denotes which currencies are being exchanged on
a specific market. For market symbol BTC/USD, BTC represents the base currency,
while USD represents the quote currency.
• Base currency - A currency in which order volume is expressed.
• Quote currency - A currency in which order price is expressed.
• Order - An offer submitted by a market participant denoting the volume and the price
of an asset he is willing to buy/sell.
• Order volume - The amount of the base currency one can buy/sell.
• Order price - The price at which one can buy/sell the base currency.
• Bid - An order where the base currency is being bought.
• Ask - An order where the base currency is being sold.

Povzetek
Naslov: Ogrodje za grajenje napovednih modelov na podlagi knjige naročil
Magistrsko delo obravnava razvoj in testiranje ogrodja za grajenje napovednih modelov na podlagi knjige naročil. Najprej je predstavljeno širše
področje finančnih trgov in procesi, ki jih upravljajo. Pri tem je poudarek na
dinamiki knjige naročil, ki je osnova za formacijo cen in zato osrednja tema
magistrskega dela.
V nadaljevanju je predstavljeno področje strojnega učenja v povezavi s
finančnimi trgi in dognanja iz sorodnih del, ki predstavljajo motivacijo za
izdelavo splošnega ogrodja za zbiranje in analizo podatkov knjige naročil.
Nato je skozi module predstavljeno ogrodje, ki smo ga razvili v okviru magistrske naloge, in njegove funkcionalnosti. Te sestojijo iz zbiranja, obdelave,
analize in uporabe podatkov knjige naročil za namen izdelave napovednega
modela, ki je lahko v povezavi s trgovalno strategijo na koncu uporabljen na
trgu.
Zadnji del magistrskega dela demonstrira uporabnost ogrodja in njegovih
funkcionalnosti z izdelavo in evalvacijo napovednega modela in preproste trgovalne strategije. Rezultati evalvacije so nato predstavljeni in ovrednoteni
v zaključku dela.

Ključne besede
strojno učenje, napovedni model, globoko učenje, nevronske mreže, knjiga
naročil, finančni trgi

Abstract
Title: A design framework for prediction models based on the order book
This master’s thesis deals with the implementation and evaluation of the
framework for order book based prediction model design. First, the field of
financial markets is described along with the processes, that govern it. Here
the focus is on the order book dynamics as it is the main topic of the thesis.
Next, the field of machine learning and its relationship with the financial
markets are described, followed by the findings of the related work which
serve as a motivation for the implementation of the universal framework for
order book data collection and analysis.
The developed framework and its functionalities are then described. First,
the data acquisition and data manipulation modules take care of the data
which is then used to design and train prediction models, which are in turn
applied to the market along with the trading strategy of choice.
Finally, the framework and its functionalities are experimentally demonstrated. Real order book data is collected and used to produce a prediction
model which is then evaluated and backtested in connection with a corresponding trading strategy. The thesis is concluded by the overall evaluation
of the framework and its results.

Keywords
machine learning, prediction model, deep learning, neural networks, limit
order book, financial markets

Razširjeni povzetek
V tem poglavju je na kratko predstavljena vsebina magistrskega dela, ki se
ukvarja z razvojem in testiranjem ogrodja za grajenje napovednih modelov
na podlagi knjige naročil. Najprej predstavimo širše področje finančnih trgov in procese, ki jih upravljajo. Nato opišemo področje strojnega učenja, ki
skupaj z dognanji iz sorodnih del predstavlja motivacijo za izdelavo ogrodja.
V nadaljevanju opišemo ogrodje in njegove funkcionalnosti, ki so na koncu
demonstrirane z izdelavo napovednega modela in preproste trgovalne strategije.

I

Finančni trgi

Pojem finančni trg opisuje okolje ali ekosistem, ki udeležencem nudi možnost
izmenjevanja različnih dobrin, kot so delnice, obveznice, denarne valute in
derivati.
Ena od pomembnih funkcij finančnih trgov je določanje vrednosti posameznih dobrin. Vrednost dobrine je določena s pomočjo mehanizmov, kot
sta razmerje med ponudbo in povpraševanjem ter likvidnost posamezne dobrine. Kompleksnost in decentralizirano delovanje teh mehanizmov v povezavi s počasno odzivnostjo se pogosto odraža v občasni neučinkovitosti pri
določanju vrednosti posamezne dobrine.
Veliko večino sodobnih finančnih trgov predstavljajo elektronske menjalnice, ki delujejo na osnovi knjige naročil. Knjiga naročil je sistem za sprejemanje in upravljanje naročil različnih udeležencev trga. Udeleženci lahko
i
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oddajajo naročila za prodajo ali nakup posameznih dobrin. Pri tem določijo
količino dobrine in ceno, po kateri bi radi dobrino izmenjali. Naročila so ob
oddaji ustrezno obdelana in umeščena v vrsto naročil, kjer čakajo na morebitno izvedbo ali preklic. Naročilo je izvedeno, če se njegova cena prekriva
s ceno nasprotujočega naročila. V tem primeru sta nasprotujoči si naročili
odstranjeni iz knjige naročil, dobrine pa izmenjane. Globalna cena dobrine je
tako neposredno odvisna od stanja knjige naročil in je običajno določena kot
sredina med najcenejšim naročilom za prodajo in najdražjim naročilom za
nakup. Neposredna povezava med knjigo naročil in ceno posamezne dobrine
kaže na to, da je dinamika knjige naročil zadnji korak pri spremembi cene
dobrine in zato zadnja priložnost za odziv na to spremembo.
Porast elektronskih menjalnic omogoča razmah avtomatskega algoritmičnega trgovanja. Običajno ga v grobem delimo na tri tipe. Prvi tip je
tehnična analiza, ki se ukvarja z analizo preteklih gibanj in iskanjem vzorcev
pod predpostavko, da se bodo le-ti ponovili. Drugi tip je jezikovna analiza, ki se osredotoča na obdelavo elektronskih besedilnih virov in iz njih
vleče zaključke o fundamentalnih lastnostih dobrine. Tretji tip je visoko frekvenčno trgovanje, ki s hitrimi odzivi na spremembe trga izkorišča njegove
neučinkovitosti.
Analiza dinamike knjige naročil izhaja iz domene tehnične analize, a je
hkrati največkrat uporabljena za namene visokofrekvenčnega trgovanja.

II

Pregled področja in motivacija

Strojno učenje se ukvarja s sistematično analizo podatkov, katere namen
je interpretacija in odkrivanje zakonitosti iz podatkov. Velika količina podatkov v povezavi z računalniško obdelavo in analizo nam nudi vpogled v
neočitne vzorce in potencialno boljše razumevanje podatkov ali procesov, ki
jih podatki opisujejo.
Problem napovedovanja bodočega stanja na trgu najlažje umestimo na
področje nadzorovanega strojnega učenja. Tovrstno učenje podatke tretira
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kot množico instanc, ki sestojijo iz značilk in ciljne spremenljivke. Značilke
predstavljajo lastnosti neke instance (npr.

zgodovina trga), ciljna spre-

menljivka pa predstavlja lastnost instance, ki jo skušamo napovedati (npr.
bodoča cena dobrine). Postopek nadzorovanega strojnega učenja tako organizirane podatke uporabi za iskanje vzorcev in iskanje relacij med značilkami
ter ciljno množico. Tako dognane zakonitosti so lahko naknadno uporabljene
za avtomatsko napovedovanje neznane ciljne spremenljivke na podlagi novih,
še nevidenih vrednosti značilk.
Ena od podmnožic nadzorovanega strojnega učenja je globoko učenje,
kjer so značilke analizirane na več nivojih, od katerih vsak igra drugačno
vlogo pri prepoznavanju vzorcev v podatkih. Med bolj priljubljene modele
na področju globokega učenja umeščamo konvolucijske nevronske mreže, ki
so specializirane za analizo podatkov, kjer ključno vlogo igra struktura in lokacija značilk. V to množico spadajo tudi značilke, izluščene iz knjige naročil,
ki so lahko predstavljene kot dvodimenzionalen profil, ki je lahko analiziran
na različnih ločljivostih, kar nam nudi vpogled v dinamiko knjige poundb na
različnih nivojih. Iz tega razloga se naše ogrodje osredotoča na uporabo konvolucijskih nevronskih mrež v povezavi z rekurenčnimi nevronskimi mrežami,
ki so namenjene modeliranju časovno pogojenih lastnosti, kot sta zgodovina
in prihodnost finančnih trgov.
Tovrstna kombinacija se pogosto pojavlja tudi v sorodnih delih, ki se
ukvarjajo z analizo dinamike knjige naročil za namen napovedovanja gibanja
cen na finančnih trgih.
V [1] se je konvolucijska nevronska mreža izkazala kot najučinkovitejši pristop k analiziranju visokofrekvenčnih podatkov knjige naročil za kratkoročne
napovedi gibanja cen. Rekurenčne nevronske mreže so v [2] označili za ustrezen pristop k modeliranju kratkoročne dinamike knjige naročil. V [3] so se
osredotočili na analizo prostorskih in lokacijskih lastnosti knjige naročil in
pokazali, da te lastnosti nudijo veliko mero informacij in vodijo k izboljšanju
rezultatov v primerjavi s standardnimi pristopi. Univerzalne značilke za modeliranje dinamike knjige naročil so bile glavna tema v [4] in [5]. V obeh
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primerih so pokazali, da lahko kombinacija konvolucijskih in rekurenčnih
nevronskih mrež v povezavi z univerzalnimi značilkami iz različnih trgov
izboljša rezultate modeliranja in da lahko iste modele uporabimo za modeliranje različnih trgov, v kolikor le-ti bazirajo na knjigi naročil.
Dognanja iz sorodnih del kličejo po razvoju ogrodja, ki bi opisane pristope poenotilo in omogočilo enostavno zbiranje podatkov knjige naročil iz
različnih virov in njihovo uporabo za izdelavo in testiranje splošnih napovednih modelov.

III

Ogrodje za grajenje napovednih modelov
na podlagi knjige naročil

Glavni cilj tega dela je razvoj ogrodja za grajenje napovednih modelov na
podlagi knjige naročil. V nadaljevanju so opisani glavni moduli ogrodja.
Prvi modul skrbi za zbiranje in filtriranje podatkov knjige naročil iz
različnih virov. Podatke sestavljajo posamezni zapisi, ki predstavljajo dogodek, ki vpliva na stanje knjige naročil. Če dogodek zadostno vpliva na
stanje knjige naročil, je zapisan v podatkovno bazo, kjer je lahko naknadno
uporabljen za rekonstrukcijo stanja knjige naročil za poljuben trenutek v
posneti zgodovini.
Drugi modul skrbi za preslikavo predhodno zbranih podatkov v obliko,
ki je bolj primerna za nadaljnjo uporabo. Posneto zgodovino uporabi za
rekonstrukcijo dinamike knjige naročil skozi čas. Pri tem na določen interval
posname takratno stanje knjige naročil in ga na specifičen način preslika
v značilke. Preslikavi doda še morebitne značilke, ki ne izhajajo iz knjige
naročil in jih skupaj zapiše na disk. Rezultat postopka so množice značilk,
ki predstavljajo stanje na trgu za vsak časovni interval.
Tretji modul skrbi za učenje in testiranje napovednega modela. Arhitektura in specifikacije napovednega modela so definirane s pomočjo funkcijskega
vmesnika Keras, ki omogoča uporabniku prijazno uporabo konvolucijskih in
rekurentnih nevronskih mrež brez pretiranih omejitev. Shranjeni podatki iz
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prejšnjega modula so preslikani v učno in testno množico in uporabljeni za
učenje ter evalvacijo modela.
Dober napovedni model še ne pomeni, da ga enostavno uporabimo na
trgu, saj klasične mere točnosti napovednih modelov ne upoštevajo specifičnih omejitev trgovanja. Četrti modul zato skrbi za testiranje napovednih
modelov v kombinaciji z določeno trgovalno strategijo. Le tako lahko dobimo
boljši vpogled v dejansko uporabnost in morebitno dobičkonosnost napovednega modela. Postopek testiranja simulira zgodovino gibanja cene in dejansko trgovanje na podlagi stanja na trgu, strategije in napovednega modela.
Končni rezultat takega testa veliko bolje oceni potencialno dobičkonosnost,
saj upošteva dejavnike, kot so dajatve na posamezno izmenjavo in omejena
trgovalna sredstva.
Četrti modul skrbi za uporabo napovednega modela in strategije na trgu.
Pri tem združi funkcionalnosti vseh predhodnih modulov. Zagotavlja namreč
zajem in preslikavo relevantnih podatkov, katere nato servira trgovalni strategiji, ki se na podlagi napovednega modela odloči za morebiten nakup ali
prodajo dobrine.

IV

Demonstracija ogrodja

Za namen demonstracije orodja in njegovih funkcionalnosti smo izvedli celoten postopek priprave, testiranja in uporabe napovednega modela ter trgovalne strategije.
Najprej smo uporabili modul za zbiranje podatkov in z njim slabih pet
mesecev zbirali podatke knjige naročil iz sedmih trgov za vsako od dveh kriptomenjalnic. Zbrane podatke smo nato uporabili za generiranje posnetkov
knjige naročil, pri čemer smo značilkam, ki izhajajo iz knjige naročil, dodali
še značilko, ki predstavlja celotno vrednost kriptovalut na trgu. Pri tem smo
uporabili modul za manipuliranje podatkov in skrbno izbrali nastavitve, ki
nadzirajo časovni interval posnetkov, resolucijo posnetkov in načina shranjevanja na disk. Shranjene značilke smo nato analizirali in normalizirali,
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nakar so bile pripravljene za uporabo v modulu za strojno učenje. Tam so
bili shranjeni posnetki najprej pretvorjeni v učne in testne množice. Pri tem
smo določili dolžino zgodovine posnetkov in časovni okvir za napovedovanje
ter izbrali značilke in ciljno spremenljivko.
Zatem smo se lotili zasnove napovednega modela. Da bi zajeli čim večji
spekter možnosti, smo se odločili za kombinacijo konvolucijskih in rekurenčnih nevronskih mrež, kot je bilo pogosto predlagano v sorodnih delih.
Model najprej konvolucijsko analizira posnetek posameznega časovnega intervala, nakar so rezultati tega postopka poslani v rekurenčni del modela, ki
jih združi, analizira in ugotovitve posreduje gosto povezanima nivojema, ki
sta odgovorna za končno klasifikacijo posamezne instance. Pri tem gre za
uravnoteženo trirazredno klasifikacijo, kjer trije razredi predstavljajo nakup,
prodajo in držanje pozicije.
Napovedni model smo testirali na treh različnih časovnih okvirjih za napoved (ena, dve in tri minute), zgodovina posnetkov knjige naročil pa je
vedno znašala eno minuto. Za preverjanje splošnosti modela smo uporabili
dve validacijski množici, kjer prva izhaja iz trgov, ki so bili uporabljeni pri
učenju, druga pa izhaja iz modelu neznanega trga in neznane menjalnice. Rezultati so prikazani v tabeli 5.3 in kažejo na dobro splošnost modela, katerega
klasifikacijska točnost pada s povečevanjem časovnega okvirja za napoved.
Za konec smo zgornje napovedne modele testirali še v kombinaciji s preprosto strategijo, ki vsako minuto izvede akcijo, ki jo v tistem trenutku veli
napovedni model. Rezultati so prikazani v tabeli 5.4 in kažejo, da točnost
modelov ne korelira popolnoma z uspešnostjo modela v kombinaciji s strategijo. Iz tega lahko zaključimo, da je potrebna prilagoditev postopka strojnega
učenja, ki bi ga bolje poravnala s končno trgovalno strategijo.

V

Ugotovitve

Glavni cilj magistrskega dela je bil razvoj in testiranje splošnega ogrodja
za grajenje napovednih modelov na podlagi knjige naročil. Demonstracija
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ogrodja je pokazala, da ogrodje in njegove funkcionalnosti uporabniku nudijo
uporabna orodja in koncepte za zbiranje in manipulacijo podatkov knjige
naročil ter uporabo le-teh za izdelavo, testiranje in uporabo fleksibilnih in
kvalitetnih napovednih modelov.
Rezultati demonstracije kažejo na obstoj univerzalnih zakonitosti, ki se
pojavljajo na različnih trgih, osnovanih na knjigi naročil. Ta ugotovitev še
utrdi dejstvo, da je implementacija splošnega ogrodja smiselna.
Testiranje modelov v povezavi s trgovalno strategijo je izpostavilo nekatere pomanjkljivosti uporabljenega scenarija strojnega učenja. Rezultati
strojnega učenja niso zadostno poravnani s končno trgovalno strategijo, zato
magistrsko delo na koncu ponudi še nekaj alternativnih pristopov za soočanje
s tem problemom.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Automated trading solutions are an essential part of modern financial markets. Market computerization provides us with large amounts of high-frequency
data which can grant us an insight into the dynamics of these markets.
In order to efficiently parse such a high volume of data and extract the
information from it, machine learning algorithms are increasingly being deployed by market participants seeking an edge over the market.
Modern exchanges are using systems driven by limit order submissions
where the incoming buy or sell submissions are inserted into the order book
and potentially matched with their opposing sides to form a trade [6]. All
trades are therefore executed on the order book, which means that the order
book is the last opportunity to detect and react to market changes. Furthermore, previous research concluded that the order book data could be
generalized through different markets. This conclusion widens the applicability of order book based models and tools designed to generate them [4].
This incentivizes us to develop a universal tool to collect, analyze, and
make use of the order book data efficiently. A tool of this kind must be able
to collect high-frequency order book data from different financial markets and
use it to generate prediction models. These models can in turn be used along
with the trading strategy to exploit the inefficiencies of the financial markets
and to generate profit. Additionally, such tool could enable us to gain an
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

insight into the complex financial market dynamics and help us determine
its weak spots and possibly avoid some market inefficiencies or even market
crashes.
In the thesis Chapter 2 first describes the field of financial markets along
with the underlying order book mechanics. Chapter 3 then outlines the field
of machine learning in combination with financial markets and presents the
related work and its findings. Chapter 4 presents the developed framework
and its functionalities and is followed by Chapter 5, where these functionalities are demonstrated through a potential use case. Finally, in Chapter 6,
we summarize the results and present our findings about the demonstration
process and the developed framework.

Chapter 2
Financial markets
2.1

History and fundamentals

A financial market is a broad term describing any marketplace where trading
of securities, including equities, bonds, currencies, and derivatives occurs.
Financial markets aim to indicate the real intrinsic value of an asset by
taking advantage of mechanisms like supply and demand dynamics and asset
liquidity. The value of an asset is governed by the market in a decentralized
way. This means that no single entity can decide on the value of an asset. If
the asset is believed to be undervalued, the demand for such asset increases,
which in turn drives the price up. The ability of a market to continuously
reflect the real value of an asset is often called market efficiency.
Due to the complexity of the price appreciation process, market inefficiencies occur regularly. Inefficiencies can be a consequence of slow market
responses, fundamental misevaluations of the asset, or a combination of both.
When detected, such inefficiencies can be exploited to gain an edge over the
market and potentially profit when the market efficiency is restored.
The majority of market dynamics is facilitated by exchanges. Exchanges
usually consist of an electronic system that enables users to place orders
which are then matched by the matching engine to ensure smooth and fair
trading to take place.
3
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Figure 2.1: Visual representation of the order book.

2.2

Limit order book

The traditional quote-driven markets have been increasingly replaced by
order-driven electronic trading systems. These systems are generally based
on the functionality of the electronic limit order book [7]. An electronic limit
order book is a centralized market structure responsible for keeping track of
the market state. It enables market participants to submit their buy and sell
orders via a continuous double auction system.
The limit order book can be viewed as a high-dimensional order queuing
system. Visual representation of such order book can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Submitted orders are queued to their matching price point level where they
reside until they are either canceled or filled [8]. An order book consists of
sell orders (asks) and buy orders (bids). A buy order offering the highest
price point represents the bid price of the asset in question. In contrast, a
sell order requesting the lowest asset price point represents the ask price of
the asset. At any time, buy orders are located below sell orders. If a buy
order is placed above the current ask price or a sell order is placed below
the current bid price the coinciding orders on the other side are filled and
removed from the order book along with the submitted order. Orders are
always filled in order of their price points (cheapest asks and lowest bids
first). Orders on the same price point are filled in order of their submission
time (first come first served).
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Figure 2.2: Updated state of the order book after buy order 0 is canceled
(see Figure 2.1 for initial state).
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Order book dynamics is therefore basically governed by only two events

— order placement and order cancelation. The latter merely removes the
order from the order book while the former adds it to the order book and
potentially fills itself and coinciding orders. If the order is fully filled, it is
also removed from the order book.

Examples of basic order book dynamics are depicted in Figures 2.2, 2.3,
and 2.4, while the initial state can be seen in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 shows
that order cancelation removes the order, which in this case affects the asset’s
bid and mid prices. The order matching process is depicted in Figure 2.3.
Order 6 was placed at any price point lesser or equal to the current bid price
and is therefore matched with buy orders. In our case, the order in which
buy orders are matched is defined by their sequence number where a lower
number means a higher matching priority.

We can see that the priority is defined by first the price point at which
the order was placed, and second, the time at which the order was initially
placed. Figure 2.4 shows the final state after order matching is complete. We
can see that buy order 1 was fully filled and therefore removed from the order
book, while buy order 2 was only partially filled and remains in the order
book. The bid mid and ask prices therefore remain unchanged. Here it is
worth noting that the matched orders will always execute at a price defined
by the order which was initially in the order book.

Asset price is always governed by the order book and is generally referred
to as the mid price where mid = (ask + bid)/2. Additionally, the order book
also governs an asset’s liquidity at a particular price point. For example, a
higher amount of the asset to be bought results in a higher purchase price
since the orders higher on the price point range must be filled. This phenomenon is called slippage and is an important variable in the asset price
appreciation procedure.
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Automated trading

Automated trading is a method of using a predesigned computer program to
calculate and submit a large number of trading orders to an exchange. With
the rapid development of related technology, the automated trading field has
become increasingly diversified.
Large market potential resulted in a high volume of research from both
academia and trading firms. Although they are often combined the field of
automated trading can generally be split into three main types [9]:
• Technical analysis - Technical analysis based systems tend to neglect
fundamental information and concentrate solely on exploiting past market data, consisting primarily of price and volume data. The technical
analysis method assumes that history will repeat itself and can therefore be used to extract indicators and patterns which can in turn be
used to predict future price movements and execute particular trading
strategies.
• Textual analysis - Price movements in financial markets are primarily driven by chunks of information coming in from different, usually
text-based sources. Text mining techniques can help us with the fast
extraction of valuable information upon which we can act, before it is
parsed by, and absorbed by the market.
• High-frequency trading - HFT refers to a very high-speed algorithmic
trading of financial instruments. To exploit liquidity imbalances and
pricing inefficiencies, HFT strategies are generally designed based on
statistical arbitrage, liquidity provisions, or liquidity detection. Often,
high-frequency traders will hold positions for a short amount of time
and earn their profits by accumulating tiny gains on a large number
of transactions. The volume of HFT in total equity trading has been
growing rapidly since the beginning of the 21st century. Nonetheless,
the competition for market shares among HFT firms has intensified.
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Orderbook dynamics analysis originates from the field of technical anal-

ysis but can be very useful in the field of HFT. The order book is the last
opportunity to detect and react to short-term market changes, which makes
it a perfect candidate to take into account when performing HFT.

Chapter 3
Field overview and motivation
3.1

Machine learning

Machine learning is the process of systematically analyzing the data to summarize, interpret, or extract information from it. Large amounts of data
analyzed by computers can yield significant non-obvious insights into the
underlying structure of the data at hand. The field of Machine learning
can generally be divided into unsupervised learning, where the features and
output variables are initially unknown and supervised learning, where both
features and output variables are known beforehand. In the latter case, the
data is usually split into training and test dataset. The training dataset is
used to extract patterns and relations between features and output variables,
which are in turn applied to the test dataset’s features to predict its output
variables [10].
The focus of this thesis is supervised machine learning as it lends itself well
to the problem we are trying to solve. Here the market history is represented
by features and used to predict some future market state in the form of the
output variable. This variable can either be continuous (e.g., price change)
in the case of regression problems or discrete (e.g., anomaly detection) in the
case of classification problems.
Deep learning is a subclass of machine learning, where the input features
9
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are put through multiple interconnected layers where different layers can be
specialized to detect different patterns in the data. As the relevant patterns
persist through the layers, they can be used to predict the output variable.
The most common example of such models is a convolutional neural network.
It consists of multiple layers where each layer consists of multiple convolution
filters which are designed to detect specific structural patterns in the data.
The lower-level filters are therefore focused on the low-level features while
higher-level filters combine the outputs of previous levels to form a more
abstract representation of the patterns [11].
In our case of time series forecast problem, the convolutional neural networks can be further combined with recurrent neural networks, which are
specialized for problems where the state of the data changes through time.
They consist of multiple neural networks, each responsible for its time step
data. Their interaction is limited and directed along the time axis, which
enables them to model both inner state and time-specific patterns [12].

3.2

Machine learning and financial markets

Deep Learning has recently outperformed previous state-of-the-art methods
in many fields of machine learning, such as natural language processing,
image processing, and speech generation.
Mathematical modeling of the markets has been the de facto approach to
model stock price dynamics for trading, market-making, hedging, and risk
management [5]. Statistical models can be constructed by observing past
market behavior and in turn used to extract useful information about the
current state of the market. However, as the standard models have spread
and saturated the market, they no longer provide a sufficient edge to the
user. Machine learning models are now often combined with the conventional
mathematical models to predict future price movements or anomalous events
in the markets [5].
Market computerization provides us with large amounts of structured
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high-frequency data, which can be a valuable source of information. The
main challenge is to efficiently parse such a high volume of data and extract
the information from it [4]. Deep Learning can lend itself to the task as it is
very useful in such circumstances. The latest improvements in performance
and the spread of deep learning frameworks can provide us with a useful tool
to analyze the data.

3.3

Related work

Overall, the existing literature provides evidence that the limit order book
data can be used to predict price movements in stock markets. The majority
of recent research is focused on the use of deep neural networks to take
advantage of the structural and temporal properties of the limit order book.
High-frequency limit order book data was used in [1] to train the CNN
consisting of a series of convolutional and pooling layers to capture fine temporal dynamics of the time series. They demonstrated that their model
performs significantly better than other techniques, such as linear SVMs and
MLPs, when trying to predict short term price movements.
Besides testing a standard neural network architecture, [3] developed a
spatial neural network architecture to model spatial distributions and take
advantage of the spatial order book structure. The spatial neural network
outperformed the standard neural network, proving that the role of the spatial limit order book structure is significant.
In [6], the researchers used CNN to focus on the prediction of fast price
changes and produced the best results by using a CNN-LSTM-Attention
model. The limit order book data was found to improve the performance
of the proposed model in jump prediction, either clearly or marginally, depending on the underlying stock. The direction of the price change however
proved to be harder to predict.
In [2], RNNs were assessed to be well suited to address non-linear relationships between the price movement and very recent history of the limit
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order book dynamics. Since longer memory in their features appeared negligible, they speculate that there is little to no benefit in using LSTMs instead
of RNNs.
Non-parametric evidence for the existence of a universal price formation
mechanism relating to the dynamics of the order book was provided by [4].
The model was tested across a wide range of stocks from different sectors and
proved to be effective even when training and testing sets contained stock
data from different sectors.
The main contribution of [5] was the proposal of a set of stationary features that can be readily extracted from any limit order book. The proposed
features were evaluated for predicting future mid price movements from largescale high-frequency limit order book data using several different deep learning models, ranging from simple Multilayer Perceptrons and CNNs to RNNs.
Additionally, they propose a novel Deep Learning model that combines the
feature extraction ability of CNNs with the LSTM’s power to analyze time
series. The newly proposed model yields significant performance improvements.

3.4

Problem generalization

The existing literature provides evidence that the limit order book data can
be used to predict short-term price movements in stock markets [6]. Such
approach can be applied to different markets as long as they are driven by
limit order books [4, 5].
As described in related work, deep learning and neural networks are often
used to predict market price movements based on the limit order book data.
The general usage of order books across multiple types of financial markets
calls for a tool that allows us to reuse a model across different markets efficiently.
Such tool should enable the generation of universal order book based
prediction models by providing a degree of abstraction and the automation
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to the process, thus speeding up the process of model design and generation.
These characteristics are essential for users of multiple expertise levels. For
an advanced user, this would enable faster prototyping while still providing
a degree of flexibility and extendibility. On the other hand, an inexperienced
user would still be able to use the framework as some sort of a black-box
model generator.
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Chapter 4
Framework for order book
based prediction model design
The main goal of the thesis is to develop a framework for the preparation
and testing of order book based prediction models. The framework is written
in Python and makes use of the Keras neural networks library to support
both convolutional and recurrent neural networks [13], which are the type of
networks most suitable for order book analysis and are therefore the focus
of the framework. The following sections describe the five modules of the
framework.

4.1

Data acquisition

Free historical order book data is scarce and often unreliable, incomplete, or
irrelevant. Often the success in machine learning is conditioned by the quality
of the data. The framework therefore offers a fully-fledged data acquisition
module, responsible for data collection and filtering. The order book data is
best represented as the continuous series of order events (place, cancel, fill)
acting upon the order book structure as explained in Section 2.2. Such format
of data is preferred since it enables us to reconstruct the order book structure
for any point in time. The exchanges usually do not offer data streams for
15
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individual orders. Instead they usually only stream pricepoint changes as
they occur. Fundamentally this is very similar to the previously mentioned
process of order book changes and therefore also allows us to reconstruct the
order book structure for any point in time.
Our data acquisition module (see diagram in Figure 4.1) offers a standardized way to monitor, filter, and record order book events from an arbitrary
event feed. The data acquisition module generally consists of three parts
described in the following subsections.

4.1.1

Exchange interface

The exchange interface is responsible for subscription handling, event parsing, and error detection and handling. Its main task is to provide the market
state observer with a reliable stream of parsed order book events, by parsing events and handling connection or data malfunctions. Events must be
parsed to a specific format for the market state observer to accept them.
Every event must contain the following variables:

• data stream source (usually exchange name),
• market name (e.g., BTC-USD),
• event timestamp,
• affected price point,
• updated volume at this price point.

Since various exchanges operate differently, the user must generally customize this part of the module to accommodate for the exchange-specific
stream characteristics. Our framework already implements exchange interfaces for two online cryptocurrency exchanges. These implementations may
serve as a guide for potential extension or customization.
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Market state observer

The market state observer is responsible for monitoring and updating the
market state and transmission of filtered and verified events to the database
interface. One can not merely record every order book event as it comes in
from the data source. The continuous and incremental nature of the data
feed prevents us from being able to correctly reconstruct a state at any point
in time after the data or connection error occurred. To avoid that problem
we must detect and handle errors as they occur and so ensure, that every
recorded event contributes to the real state of the order book at the time.
The exchange interface can then use this real state to cross-validate its data
and potentially recover its correct state.
Since the number of order book altering events is vast, the framework
offers a function of event filtering to reduce the disk space requirements.
When an event’s effect on the order book is below the threshold, the event is
not recorded. This way, only important updates are recorded. In our case,
the event is considered important when it changes the available asset volume
at its price point by more than x%, where x is a user-defined parameter.

4.1.3

Data storage

The data storage is responsible for the persistent storage of filtered events
provided by the market state observer. It consists of the database and
database interface used to connect to and handle the database.
Although the module is designed to work with any database (provided
that the user implements the database interface for the selected database),
we highly recommend using our implementation of Cassandra [14] powered
data storage system which is optimized to store and query large amounts of
non-relational data similar to our order book event data.
The data in the Cassandra database is partitioned so that it can be quickly
and efficiently scaled and distributed over multiple systems, which enhances
performance and keeps price to a minimum. This is achieved through the
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process of partitioning, where the database consists of many small chunks
of data grouped by common features called partitioning keys. This enables
fast access or modification of particular parts of data in parallel. Each query
must define the partition in question by specifying the values of the partitioning keys. In our case, the partitions are defined by the exchange name,
market name, and day of the event. This ensures fast queriable partitions of
manageable sizes while maintaining the needed query functionalities.

4.2

Data manipulation

The recorded data is first used to reconstruct order book snapshots, which are
in turn used as an input to the machine learning models to predict desired
market property. The data manipulation module, depicted in Figure 4.2,
enables users to model machine learning input data by choosing different
order book reconstruction strategies and parameters.
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Machine learning is often dependant on data feature extraction. In the
case of price prediction, relevant features can be extracted, merged, and
analyzed to get an insight into the underlying structure and dynamics of
price formation.
Generally, the research in Section 3.3 mentions the following types of
features relevant to the problem of price forecasting:
• order book related features:
– raw order book features - individual orders or price points and the
prices and volumes associated with them;
– features extracted from the order book - expert-defined features
extracted from the order book;
• alternative features - features from other sources (not extractable from
the order book).
Our framework implements a snapshot generator designed to handle all
three previously mentioned feature types. The snapshotting process is designed in a way that allows us to reuse the snapshot data and the machine
learning model across different markets regardless of their specific absolute
prices and volumes. Relative values are used to achieve the universality of
the data mapping process across markets.
The snapshot generator is responsible for historical reconstruction and
feature extraction. Extracted features are continuously sampled and recorded
as an interval snapshot. Such interval snapshots are stacked together into
batches and saved to the hard drive where the machine learning model can
consume them.
The Database interface similar to the one described in Section 4.1 is responsible for fetching the stored order book event data from the database.
Events are queried in an ordered manner where events with a lower timestamp are fetched first. Every consecutive fetched event is sent to the market
state observer where it incrementally alters the order book. Recorded events
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are used to reconstruct and simulate the order book state through history
which enables us to extract order book related features, consisting of expertdefined features extracted from the order book and raw order book features,
described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.1 respectively.
Additionally, the snapshot generator allows the user to input time-series
data from alternative sources. Such data is generally not extracted from the
order book, yet can still carry valuable information about price formation.
In fact, although the focus of the framework are features extracted from the
order book, one can use it for general purpose price forecasting without using
order book related functionalities.

4.2.1

Raw orderbook features

The raw order book features are encoded in the following way. At any time
the order book state can be represented by two vectors of length n, where
vector ~a represents the ask side of the order book, and vector ~a represents
the bid side of the order book. Variable n represents the resolution of the
mapping process. Mapping parameter s represents the price range from the
mid price for which the mapping occurs and is expressed in percentage.
Every vector element corresponds to a specific price range of the order
book, while the element’s value determines the total cumulative volume available at its price point range and price point ranges before it. It is important
to note that the vectors are finally normalized by dividing their values with
the cumulative volume of the total mapping range. This unifies the mapping
results through different markets and enables us to train our models with all
the available recorded data.
If we follow the visualization from Figure 4.3, we want to map the ask
side of the order book with parameters n = 4 and s = 8%. This means that
the ask side of the order book on a price range of [mid, mid · 1.08] will be
mapped to a vector of size four where each element will represent its share
(2%) of the original price range. The value of the element 0 is determined by
the available volume of the order book on a price range of [mid, mid · 1.02],
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the value of the element one is determined by the available volume of the
order book on a price range of [mid, mid · 1.04], etc.
Vectors constructed in such a way are a good general and market agnostic
representation of the order book and contain the information about both
price points and volumes associated with them for any market. The volume
is encoded in the values themselves, while the price aspect of it is encoded
in the location of the element in a vector. This is an important observation
since it highlights the importance of locality-aware analysis in the machine
learning stage.

4.2.2

Expert-defined order book features

Expert defined features are a way of combining the capabilities of machine
learning algorithms with human reasoning, intuition, and previously acquired
knowledge. They can serve as a shortcut to better results since we can preextract them and serve them to the machine learning model. The model can
then use those features directly without first learning to detect them. This
can reduce model complexity and in turn increase the training efficiency and
final performance.
While the user can design and implement alternative custom expert features by overriding the original order book snapshot method, our framework
comes with a predefined set of expert features, extracted from the order book.
Note that all of the predefined expert features also only use relative values
and thus subscribe to the notion of market universality:
• Bid, mid, and ask price changes - Raw order book data does not encode
actual prices. It only encodes price offsets from the mid price. It is
therefore essential to convey the information about actual prices and
their movement to the model. To do that we define three features representing bid, mid, and ask price changes since the previous snapshot
where negative values express the percentage of price drops while positive values express the percentage of price gains. The price changes are
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used instead of absolute values due to generalization through different
markets.
• Bid/ask volume ratio - Similar to the asset price, the order book volume
is also not encoded in the raw order book data. More specifically,
with the normalization of raw order book mapping vectors, we lose
the information about the absolute volume on either side of the order
book. Absolute volume is not necessarily very informative and ruins
our market generalization approach. Therefore we only extract the
ratio of absolute volume between the bid and ask sides of the order
book. This is an important feature because it conveys the information
about the supply and demand relationship, which often affect future
price movement.
• Spread - High spread or percentage difference between the bid and
ask prices is often an indicator of market volatility and future price
fluctuations. The information about the spread is not precise in our
raw order book representation due to the binning stage of the vector
mapping. The spread amount is discretized according to the vector
mapping parameters. To avoid this issue, we also manually extract a
precise spread percentage from the order book.

4.2.3

Snapshot structure and batching

A single data snapshot is constructed by concatenating the raw order book
features, expert-defined order book features, and features from alternative
sources. Because the snapshot only contains relative data, it is hard to verify
its correctness and crossreference it with actual price movements. To tackle
this problem, the metadata is appended to the beginning of the snapshot.
Specifically, we add the snapshot timestamp value and an absolute value of
the asset at that timestamp. Metadata is not used when training models.
The final snapshot structure can be seen in Figure 4.4. Depending on
the snapshot generation interval parameter t such snapshot is taken every
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t seconds and stacked together with previous snapshots to form a snapshot
shard as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The snapshot shard’s size is determined by
the parameter s, which determines the number of snapshots the shard must
contain before it is saved to the hard drive.
Sharding is necessary because it is often impossible to store all of the data
in memory. Sharding tackles this problem by splitting the data to smaller
chunks which can be consumed by the machine learning algorithm one by
one without requiring large amounts of computer memory.
The shards are numbered and saved to the hard disk where they can be
used in the model training phase.

4.3

Machine learning module

Until now, the described functionalities of the framework were focused on
data acquisition and preparation. This section describes the machine learning
module of the framework (see Figure 4.6). Here, previously prepared data
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can be finally transformed into the training data and in turn used to train
the prediction model.

4.3.1

Training data generator

Supervised learning depends on the training data. It is the primary source
of information about the problem at hand. It consists of instances, which
in turn consist of features and labels. Each instance can have an arbitrary
number of features and usually a single label, which is the target variable we
are trying to predict.
In order to construct the training data of the right format for machine
learning models to absorb, our framework implements a training data generator. Its task is to convert previously stored sharded snapshot data to
useful training data depending on the parameters and the desired label variable. The process of training instance generation is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Training data generator handles the following tasks:
• Data normalization and standardization tools - The goal of data normalization and standardization is to change the values of dataset features to a standard scale, without distorting differences in the ranges
of values. This way, the learning process can be much faster and more
stable since the small input features are considered equal to large input features. Our data normalization and standardization tools offer
multiple functions to analyze, normalize, or standardize the sharded
data. One can calculate means, standard deviations, maximums, and
minimums of the training dataset features and in turn, use those characteristics to manipulate specific features.
• File handling - The snapshot data is sharded and distributed over multiple directories. The file handler manages shards to enable seamless
access to individual snapshot ranges which are needed for feature selection and label calculation. It optimizes hard drive access and limits
memory usage through the learning process.
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• Feature selection - When sharded data is loaded into memory, the feature selector uses it to select features for a training instance to contain.
Users can specify which snapshot features to omit and how many consecutive snapshots should be contained in a training instance.
• Label selection/calculation - The label of an instance is the variable
we are trying to predict. It can be a numeric or a categorical value
representing some state of the market. There are two ways to determine
the label value of an instance. It can be statically set to a specific
snapshot feature (e.g., bid price change) or dynamically calculated (e.g.,
the preferred market action to take according to the average bid price
in the next five intervals). In the case of dynamic label calculation,
the user must implement the calculation method and feed it to the
training data generator. User can also set the forecast horizon variable
determining the timestep length of the prediction.
• Training data batching - Model training is usually done in batches to
accelerate the learning process. The framework constructs the batches
in a way that minimizes the number of hard drive reads, thus optimizing
the learning process efficiency even when the training data is shuffled.

4.3.2

Prediction model

It is now time to take the prepared training data and use it to train prediction models. The field of machine learning offers many different types of
algorithms to train prediction models. It is important to choose the right
algorithm for the problem at hand. When choosing the right algorithm for
order book based price prediction, we considered the following requirements:
• The algorithm must be able to handle vast amounts of data.
• The algorithm must be able to handle time-series data efficiently.
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• The algorithm must be able to analyze locality-sensitive structural
properties of the order book efficiently.
Obvious choices are convolutional and recurrent neural networks that can,
when combined, satisfy all of the requirements above. This statement is confirmed by the examined related work, where a combination of convolutional
and recurrent neural networks generally outperforms other techniques.
Another advantage of using neural networks is the fact that their recent
popularity has resulted in a vast amount of research and the emergence of
many open source frameworks and libraries. One such framework is Keras,
a high-level neural network API, written in Python and capable of running
on top of TensorFlow, CNTK, or Theano. It was developed with a focus on
enabling fast experimentation and being able to go from an idea to the result
with the least possible delay [13].
Our framework adopts Keras API functionalities to supply the user with
a wide range of possibilities with regards to the neural network architecture
design. This is the most open-ended part of the framework as it is hard
to encapsulate this part of the machine learning pipeline. The framework
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Figure 4.6: Machine learning module.
merely supplies the training data, which can then be used by the user in an
arbitrary manner.

4.4

Model and trading strategy backtesting

Often the price prediction models are not very useful on their own even if
they perform exceptionally well. One has to take advantage of their performance by actually trading. Trading strategies must therefore be deployed in
connection with the prediction model. Depending on the prediction models
output, the trading strategy performs some actions on the market, which
affects the user’s asset position.
It is essential to be able to first test this process on historical data before
deploying it to production. Excellent model performance does not mean that
one can profit from it. If the combination of predictions and the strategy
produces too many trades, exchange fees and commissions can result in loss
even when the trades are mostly profitable.
Our framework therefore offers a tool to backtest models and strategies on
real historical data. It is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The recorded instances are
taken in one by one in the order of the time they occurred in. The prediction
model makes a prediction for every instance, which is in turn forwarded to
the strategy. The strategy performs an action considering model prediction,
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Figure 4.7: Backtesting module.

current market state, and user position. The user’s position is evaluated
and tracked through consecutive instances to finally produce a performance
evaluation of the strategy.
It is important to note that such evaluation does not necessarily reflect
the future performance of the strategy. For one, the markets can change
through time, and some dynamics may change according to the market sentiment or some other variables. Additionally, the backtesting system does
not account for the effect the user has on the market when performing trades.
The evaluations should therefore be taken with a grain of salt.

4.5

Production setup

Finally, when the model is successfully trained, and the strategy is rigorously
backtested, it is time to reap the rewards. The last step of our framework’s
pipeline is the production setup. Here the data acquisition, snapshot generation, model prediction, and trading strategy join together as Depicted in
Figure 4.8 to form an active market participant.
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Event handler

The event handler part of the production module is very similar to the one
from Section 4.1. It consists of an exchange interface and market state observer where the market state observer is extended to provide additional timeseries features from alternative sources if the prediction model uses them.
The market state observer collects the order book event data and timeseries data to form market state updates. Instead of saving these updates
to the database like in Section 4.1, it relays them to the instance generator
where they are processed and prepared to be consumed by the prediction
model.

4.5.2

Instance generator

The instance generator performs two main tasks. It handles market updates
received from the event handler to form snapshot intervals similarily to the
snapshot generator from Section 4.2. These snapshot intervals are then instantly stacked together to form a batch which is in turn used to generate
test instances on which prediction can be made. The Instance generator basically joins functionalities of the snapshot generator from Section 4.2 and
the training data generation from Section 4.3.
Snapshots are not saved to the hard disk. Instead, they are instantly
stacked to the end of a sliding window representing the current state of
the market. This sliding window consists of most recent market snapshots
and is continuously used to form consecutive test instances upon which the
predictions are made.
The process of mapping from event space to the test instances space must
be equal to the one used for training. This includes parameters like timestep
length and count and potential normalization steps taken before training. If
this is not ensured, the training process is not relevant, and the model can
not be expected to perform well on differently processed data.
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Figure 4.8: Production module.

4.5.3

Trade actuator

The trade actuator is a final part of the production module. Here the previously generated test instances are put to work. It consists of three main
parts.
The first part is a prediction model. It consumes previously generated
test instances and generates market state predictions for its specific forecast horizon. These predictions are then conveyed to the second part of the
trading actuator - trading strategy.
A trading strategy defines the behavior of the trading actuator. The
strategy is basically a program consisting of arbitrary rules upon which the
trading is executed. The primary input for the trading strategy is the prediction made by the prediction model. When the prediction is delivered, it
is evaluated by the strategy, and appropriate market action is taken. The
trading strategy usually controls the following characteristics of the trading
process:
• position management - how to interpret the model’s prediction and
what actions to take, to profit from the prediction considering our
current position;
• prediction interval - how often the predictions are applied to the trading
state;
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• aggressiveness - how aggressive are market actions;
• risk management - what is the asset exposure limit and how to handle
bad positions.
The last part of the trading actuator is the exchange trading interface. It
serves as an abstraction of the exchange interface through which the strategy controlled market actions are taken. It must implement the following
methods in order for the strategy to be functional:
• buy - execute a buy order with specified volume and price;
• sell - execute a sell order with specified volume and price;
• fetch current position - Fetch available asset balances.
The user must implement the trading interface. Our framework contains
the implementation of a dummy exchange where the relevant methods must
be overridden by the user to enable trading on an actual exchange. The user
must also take care of potential error handling and technical risk management
functionalities.
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Chapter 5
Experimental demonstration of
the framework
In this chapter, we deploy the framework from Chapter 4 and demonstrate
its basic functionalities and use cases. The following sections experimentally
illustrate the machine learning pipeline steps and how the framework can
simplify them.
Because there are practically limitless possibilities, each requiring an intensive computing time to test, we decided to focus on a single prediction
model that incorporates most of the features our framework has to offer.
Prediction model characteristics were carefully selected considering related
work described in Section 3.3 and can be summed up as follows:
• snapshot interval: 10 seconds,
• feature extraction:
– raw order book features,
– features extracted from the order book,
– alternative features,
• model architecture: a combination of convolutional and recurring neural networks,
33
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• prediction and evaluation technique:
– balanced ternary classification (buy, hold, sell),
– multiple forecast horizons (1 minute, 2 minutes, 5 minutes),
– evaluated by classification accuracy,
First, we present our data acquisition setup and the data collected by
it. Then the collected data is parsed to generate snapshots, which are in
turn analyzed to gain an insight into snapshot data’s structure and basic
characteristics. The findings are applied in the generation of the training
and validation instance sets. This step consists of feature selection, feature
normalization, and label generation.
The instance data is then put aside to focus on the prediction model
design. We present a general deep network prediction module consisting of
both convolutional and recurrent neural networks to best encapsulate and
illustrate the wide specter of possibilities the framework has to offer. Next,
we train the constructed model on a variety of forecast horizons and evaluate
its performance using multiple validation setups. The prediction models are
finally saved and backtested, along with a basic trading strategy.

5.1

Data acquisition

The data acquisition module was deployed on a server to continuously collect
the order book event data from two online cryptocurrency exchanges. We
collected the data for seven markets per exchange. The markets can be seen
in Table 5.1 along with the corresponding number of recorded order book
events.
Order book events were filtered to reduce the size of the dataset. The
filtering removed order book events which did not significantly affect their
corresponding price point. The threshold for this filtering was arbitrarily
defined to be 10 percent, which means that the new volume at the price
point must differ by at least 10 percent in order to record the event. Note
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Table 5.1: List of recorded markets and their corresponding order book
event count.
number of order book events
market

exchange a

exchange b

BTC-USD

368M

292M

XRP-USD

259M

191M

ETH-USD

266M

206M

XRP-BTC

194M

145M

ETH-BTC

201M

146M

LTC-BTC

121M

87M

EOS-BTC

98M

77M

that the percentage is calculated based on the last recorded state, which
eliminates the possibility of problems occurring when the price point volume
changes marginally through time but never enough to trigger the recording
action.
The data collection was active from March 3, 2019, to August 1, 2019.
Due to technical and other difficulties, there are some holes in the collected
data. The timespans, when the data was continuously collected, are depicted in Figure 5.1. The figure shows the continuous collection timespans
for each exchange along with the corresponding total cryptocurrency market
cap movement. This market cap is a good indicator of the general market
state from which we can see that our data acquisition timespans cover all of
the common market states: stationary, upward, and downward movement of
the market. This means that the recorded data can serve as a good representation of the market and will not cause the produced models to overfit on
a specific market state.
The collected data was recorded to the Cassandra database, where it was
compressed and available for queries at any time. The total size of compressed
data revolves around 40 gigabytes, which is acceptable considering it basically
contains the order book events for 14 different markets on a period of almost
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Figure 5.1: Timespans of continuous data collection per exchange and
corresponding total cryptocurrency market cap.
five months each.

5.2

Data analysis and manipulation

This section outlines the procedure of data manipulation and analysis. It
first presents the snapshot generation process, followed by feature extraction
and analysis. Finally, the normalization steps are applied to prepare the data
for the machine learning process.
The collected data was used to reconstruct historical order book dynamics. The event-based data collection allows us to reconstruct the order book
state for any moment in recorded history. An example of such an order book
state can be seen in Figure 5.2. We are therefore able to track order book
movements with an arbitrary time increment. In order to ensure a manageable amount of snapshot data, we decided to discretize our continuous order
book event data to 10-second interval snapshots.
The snapshots were created with the help of our Framework’s Snapshot
generation module. To demonstrate the versatility of the framework, our
snapshot data incorporates all of the features generally relevant to the problem of price prediction described in Section 4.2. The snapshots include all
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Figure 5.2: Reconstructed order book state for EOS-BTC market.

of the order book based features, along with the alternative features, which
are in this case represented by the daily total cryptocurrency market cap
time-series. The meta-features are represented by the snapshot timestamp
and an absolute price of an asset at that timestamp.
The raw order book features are mapped using the following parameters:
n = 100 and s = 1%. An illustration of the mapping result through time
in contrast with the corresponding asset’s price chart can be seen in Figure
5.3. The figure grants us an insight into the relationships between the asset’s
order book and price movements.
We can notice that the outer part of the order book contains the outlines
of the price movement chart. This indicates that the outer parts of the order
book (the parts further away from the mid asset price) often lag behind the
price movements. The main contributors to this phenomenon are large static
orders speculatively placed further away from the mid price. These orders
are not constantly updated. Therefore their distance from the mid price
correlates with the price movements. The orders closer to the mid price are
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Figure 5.3: Relationship between the price change and order book snapshots.

usually smaller and more often updated, which blurs the correlation as we
are nearing the mid price.
The second thing to note is the fact that there is an evident change in
order book dynamics when the market price moves significantly. As expected,
the order book snapshots are much more chaotic during the price jump seen
after interval 500. An insight into the nature of this presumably chaotic
order book behavior could grant us a significant market advantage.
The distributions of other features (expert-defined order book features
and alternative features) before and after normalization steps can be seen in
Figure 5.4.
The order book bid/ask volume ratio feature and price change features
(bid, mid, and ask) were standardized by z-score function, while the spread
feature was only multiplied by 500 to balance its scale with other features.
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Figure 5.4: Original and normalized distributions of expert-defined order
book features and alternative features.
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The total market cap feature was not altered as it is already in an acceptable
scale and distribution range.
It is interesting to see how the order book precision changes through time.
In our case, the order book price point precisions were set to 5 significant
digits. This means that the discretization resolution of price points and
percentages changes as the price itself changes. This can be seen in the price
change distribution chart in Figure 5.5. The distributions are at one point
perceived to be continuous on a price scale. Towards the end, the distribution
instantly becomes discrete for a while just to return back to the continuous
state. This happened because the price of the asset crossed the order of
magnitude threshold, decreasing the five significant digit precision unit. In
this case, the price of an asset exceeded the 10,000 USD mark, which in turn
changed the minimum precision unit of the order book updates from 0.1 USD
to 1 USD. In terms of percentages, this resolution grows as the asset price
grows through its current order of magnitude and is then abruptly reduced
back as soon as the next order of magnitude is reached. In the case of the
falling asset price, this process is reversed.
Our raw order book feature mapping technique is also affected by this
phenomenon as the resulting mapping vector’s resolution is also changed.
We hope that the convolutional neural network can mitigate the impact of
this fundamental problem with generalization and through observations of
many different resolutions.

5.3

Generating instances

The normalized snapshot data is now transformed into the training and validation sets in order to feed it to the prediction model.
We first apply the basic feature selection, as described in Section 4.3.
We omit timestamp and absolute price meta-features and select remaining
features where snapshot history length is 6. Since the snapshot interval
equals 10 seconds, our predictions will therefore be based on the last minute
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of mid price changes through time for BTC-USD
market and the effect of order book precision changes.
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Figure 5.6: Calculation of mean values used for label determination.
of order book dynamics.
The instance label extraction is also performed in this step. Since we
want to predict the best market action to take, we split our instances to
three categorical classes based on the future mid price of the asset. The
instance label li is determined by the following equation:


1,
if mh < mf (1 − α)



li = −1, if mh > mf (1 + β)



0,
otherwise
where 1 represents a buy action, -1 represents a sell action, and 0 represents a hold action. Variables α and β represent the buy and sell biases
respectively and are used to balance the label distribution of the training set.
As depicted in Figure 5.6 The mh represents the mean mid price of the
last known six snapshots while mf represents the mean mid price of the last
six snapshots of the forecast horizon. The mean function is applied to reduce
the effect of the noise on the results.

5.4

Prediction module architecture

The Keras functional interface was used to implement the machine learning
stage of the process. The combination of convolutional and recurrent neural
networks was most often recommended by the related work and is therefore
the architecture type we decided to use. It combines the structural features
of the order book with the time-related aspect of price forecasting.
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The architecture can be split into two parts. The first part focuses on
the raw order book features and is depicted in Figure 5.7. It consists of
five layer-batches. The first three batches all implement a 1D convolution
layer followed by batch normalization layer, max-pooling layer, and finally a
dropout layer. The fourth layer batch is similar to previous ones but does
not implement a max-pooling layer. The fifth and final batch layer consists
of the dense layer, followed by batch normalization and dropout layers.
Such architecture is intended to deploy the convolutional layers to first
analyze the order book profile data on different resolutions and thus capture
a wide variety of patterns at multiple scales. These patterns are then absorbed by the dense layer where they are combined to form a more compact
representation of the raw order book state.
This CNN feature signature is produced for every available snapshot and
merged with expert-defined order book features and alternative features of
the same snapshot. Merged features are then conveyed to the second part of
the prediction network shown in Figure 5.8. Here the features are first put
through another dense layer, followed by batch normalization and dropout
layers, until they finally serve as an input to the LSTM layer. The LSTM
layer processes and effectively flattens the inputs from different time intervals
to produce the outputs which are in turn fed to the last two dense layers of
which the last one serves as the softmax classifier.
A rectified linear unit [15] activation is applied to each of the convolutional
and dense layers. Batch normalization [16] and dropout [17] is implemented
to tame the network’s activations and reduce overfitting.
The prediction module was compiled using Keras with Tensorflow [18]
backend and GPU support. The final model consists of 29,691 parameters
of which 29,403 are trainable, and 288 are untrainable. Categorical crossentropy was used as the optimization loss function along with the Adam
optimization method [19].
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Figure 5.7: The first part of the prediction model architecture: Convolutional neural network.
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Figure 5.8: The second part of the prediction model architecture: Recurrent
neural network.
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5.5

Prediction model evaluation

In this section, we describe our testing setup and reflect on the results. To
test the performance of our models, we first split our data into training and
validation sets. Our data consist of chunks of continuously collected data,
as depicted in Figure 5.1. These chunks are processed separately to avoid
corruption and missing data problems. The instance data is divided into the
following instances:
• training set - consists of collection timespans 0 through 5 for every
collected market excluding the XRP-BTC market on exchange a;
• validation set 1 - consists of collection timespans 6 for every collected
market excluding the XRP-BTC market on exchange a;
• validation set 2 - consists of collection timespans 0 through 4 for the
XRP-BTC market on exchange b.
The instance sets devised in such a way enable us to test the performance
of the model both on data highly related to the training data (same market
and exchange) and on data which is less related to the training data (different
market and exchange). This may grant us an insight into the universality
and reusability of the model and the framework through different markets.
The model was trained and tested for different forecast horizons h where
h ∈ {6, 12, 30} The instances were generated and labeled as described in
Section 5.3. The buy and sell biases are re-set for every value of h so that
the training labels are always balanced. This simplifies the performance
evaluation and does not compromise the relevance of the results as the biases
are to be customized depending on the use case. Training and validation data
is summarized in Table 5.2.
The models were trained using the Nvidia GeForce GTX 960M graphics
card, Intel i7 6700HQ processor and 16 GB of memory. The training charts
for all forecast horizons are depicted in Figure 5.9. The trading iterations
are presented on a logarithmic scale and represent the number of training
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Table 5.2: Summary of the instance sets for all forecast horizons.
buy (#, %)

hold (#, %)

sell (#, %)

h = 6, α = 0.13, β = 0.17
training set

1932743, 33.35

1931713,33.33

1931544, 33.33

validation set 1

403373, 33.5

401787,33.37

398840, 33.13

validation set 2

373152, 33.44

372425,33.37

370423, 33.19

1931999, 33.33

1931961, 33.33

1932040, 33.33

validation set 1

403236, 33.49

403697, 33.53

397067, 32.98

validation set 2

374051, 33.52

374173, 33.53

367776, 32.95

training set

1931913, 33.33

1932070, 33.33

1932017, 33.33

validation set 1

400646, 33.28

404261, 33.58

399093, 33.15

validation set 2

370836, 33.23

374745, 33.58

370419, 33.19

h = 12, α = 0.22, β = 0.21
training set

h = 30, α = 0.41, β = 0.28

batches, where each batch consists of 4000 random training instances. In
total, each training process reached 100,000 iterations and lasted around
27 hours, which comprises of training time (0.9 second per iteration) and
validation time (2 hours total).
The performance of the model converges relatively fast. For all forecast
horizons, the iterations after 1000 are much more expensive relative to the
performance gain they yield on the validation sets. Smaller forecast horizons
converge a bit faster than larger ones. Although it seems like we did not
yet fully reach the overfitting phase of the training, the lack of performance
improvement towards the end indicates that the training process neared its
limit.
For forecast horizons 6 and 12, the performance on validation sets is highly
correlated and seems to be worse on the unrelated validation set. This makes
sense as some exchange specific variables may affect the performance of the
model. This however, is not the case when the forecast horizon equals 30.
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Table 5.3: Final prediction model performance.
classification accuracy
forecast horizon

training

validation 1

validation 2

6 (1 minute)

0.6585

0.6327

0.5992

12 (2 minutes)

0.5936

0.5597

0.5459

30 (5 minutes)

0.5272

0.4804

0.4854

In this case, the validation performances are comparable and more volatile
through the training process. In fact, the mismatch of validation accuracies
seems to be inversely correlated with the length of the forecast horizon. This
might indicate that the exchange specific features (e.g., order book refresh
rate, order book update resolution, order book update range, specific market
participants) are more utilized in case of the small forecast horizons and lose
their significance as the forecast horizon increases.
The Table 5.3 contains the final evaluation results of our model. Since
the Table 5.2 shows, that the labels are balanced for all instance sets, the
classification accuracy offers the best indication of the performance. We can
see that the model performs better when the forecast horizon is smaller,
however even with the forecast horizon of 30 (5 minutes) the performance is
significantly better than the baseline of 1/3.
We can conclude that the model can be successfully used through different markets and data sources, which implies that some common underlying
patterns exist. However, the classification accuracy is not particularly relevant measure when it comes to actual trading as the information about price
change significance is lost with the categorization of the labels. To evaluate
our models further, the next section describes the final, backtesting stage of
our demonstration.
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Figure 5.9: Optimization process charts for different forecast horizons.
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5.6

Strategy and backtesting

To deploy the framework’s backtesting capabilities, we designed a simple
trading strategy. Every 60 seconds, a model is used to predict the market
action, which is then applied and later evaluated against the actual price
movement. The trade is performed only when the predicted action is not
equal to the current action or the hold action. As it turns out, such a strategy
results in a very high number of trades. Price slippage and trading fees were
therefore not accounted for as they would overwhelm the backtesting results
and prevent us from making useful findings.
The data collection timespan 6 from Figure 5.1 was used to generate the
backtesting data for seven different markets. The backtesting data was then
used to evaluate two previously trained prediction models with forecast horizons of 6 and 30. The backtesting performances can be seen in Figure 5.10,
along with trade-gain distributions depicted in Figure 5.11 and backtesting
summary in Table 5.4.
Here one would expect that the prediction model with higher classification
accuracy would outperform others, especially since its forecast horizon of 6
coincides perfectly with our backtesting setup where the decision is made
every minute.
Surprisingly, although the classification accuracy was significantly higher
for prediction models with a shorter forecast horizon, the backtesting performance is consistently better if the model with the forecast horizon of 30 is
used. In Figure 5.11, the trade gain distributions show that the gain distribution for the model with a forecast horizon of 30 is skewed slightly more to
the right, which results in better backtesting performance.
This indicates that the classification accuracy is not very useful when
it comes to actual trading performance. The short forecast horizon models
seem to be able to better model instances near the edges of the label categorization ranges, which enables them to achieve better classification accuracy.
This however does not necessarily translate to a better trading performance
where the importance of the action is weighted by the actual price change.
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The training process basically overfits the model and enhances its ability
to categorize market actions while neglecting the price change scale, thus
reducing the potential trading profit.
To tackle this problem, one could either redesign the training scenario
to use weighted categorical cross-entropy loss function or change the initial
problem setup from classification to regression. This way, the training process
could be better aligned with the final trading application. Additionally,
our current setup produces far too many trades. As seen in Table 5.4, the
average gain per trade is way too small if we account for trading fees, which
revolve around 0.1% per trade. This means that in our case, an average trade
produces net loss due to fees and price slippages. Although this problem
could potentially be tackled by changing the buy and sell biases to increase
the number of hold actions, it is currently not viable to deploy the strategy
as is. The prediction models might however prove useful in a different setup
where they are used to optimize a market-making process, which is already
generating large amounts of trades.
The identified shortcomings of the machine learning scenario can be tackled by the developed framework. In fact, the main contribution of the framework is fast prototyping consisting of problem identification and problem
resolution. One could change the scenario merely by changing the target
label calculation method to return numerical price changes and modifying
the machine learning model to handle regression. Additionally, one could
then change the trading strategy to decide on the preferred market action
according to the new numeric predictions. This would enable us to also finetune the trade frequency by manipulating the trade thresholds, which might
result in a more viable trading system if we can avoid extreme overfitting.
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Figure 5.10: Results of the backtesting process.
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Figure 5.11: Gain distributions of the backtesting process.

Table 5.4: A summary of backtesting results.
avg. gain (%)

avg. # of trades

avg. gain per trade (%)

market

h=6

h = 30

h=6

h = 30

h=6

h = 30

LTC-BTC

91.28

131.88

12949

12068

5.12E-03

7.09E-03

ETH-BTC

20.23

225.09

9298

10714

2.07E-03

1.11E-02

ETH-USD

1478.21

4043.76

9666

11147

2.88E-02

3.37E-02

XRP-BTC

33.77

171.95

10654

10607

2.75E-03

9.50E-03

BTC-USD

347.26

2773.56

8577

10560

1.76E-02

3.19E-02

XRP-USD

407.51

713.7

10986

11112

1.50E-02

1.89E-02

EOS-BTC

233.43

278.92

12265

11790

9.93E-03

1.15E-02
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The main goal of the thesis was the development and evaluation of a general
framework for order book based prediction model design. First, the relevant
fields were presented along with the motivation and potential use cases of
the framework.
Then the framework implementation and functionalities were presented
and in turn demonstrated on a real-world problem of market action prediction. The demonstration procedure was designed to illustrate a wide range
of functionalities the framework has to offer. Combined with multiple data
sources, the demonstration procedure also analyzed the presence of universal
order book features and illustrated the relationship between the prediction
model’s performance and its relevance for real-world trading applications.
We can conclude that the Framework and its functionalities present the
user with useful tools to generalize and streamline the process of order book
based prediction model design. The data collection and manipulation functionalities introduce useful concepts to deal with large amounts of order book
data. The machine learning part of the framework deploys the Keras functional interface to implement a powerful and flexible prediction model design
tool. The prediction models can finally be backtested and potentially deployed to a real-world trading application.
The demonstration procedure was mostly designed to demonstrate the
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framework and its functionalities. The results however point to the existence
of universal order book features, which further justifies the framework aspect
of the thesis. The Backtesting procedure illustrated some of the pitfalls of the
selected machine learning scenario. The results of the machine learning did
not translate well to the backtesting phase, which indicates that the model’s
training evaluation processes should be modified to better align them with
the real-world application. The framework provides tools to perform these
modifications quickly and efficiently, which consolidates its versatility and
justifies its development.
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